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March 21, 2004  ���	�
���������������� Hash # 938 

Quote: Never ever touch yourself at night.  Think about sports. 
-The Pimp of Sarajevo 

Hashing of The Christ  
(Live Performance) -by Fifty Dollar Bitch, TriAssAThong, Had a Madam and Duck Job 

So often culture focuses an intellectual contest to identify the most intelligent, the most mentally 
able, the brightest, the cleverest.  Fundamentally this is elitist and discriminatory.  Have we 
learned nothing from Dr. Martin Luther King?  Woman’s Suffrage?  Handicapped wheelchair 
ramps? 
 
In a world of exclusion and elimination we have forgotten about the mentally weak.  The 
dimmest bulb in the lot.  The hasher that is one olive short of a martini.  Fifty Dollar Bitch, 
TriAssAThong, Had a Madam and Duck Job rocked the status quo by setting a trail to find the 
paste eaters of the hash. 
 
Fair warning was given to all hashers at the start of the circle.  Hashers that fall within a couple 
of standard deviations of normal IQ headed this warning:   
 

• If you want to finish in a timely manner, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If you said “Ouch” while watching Passion of the Christ, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If you do not want to go through severe shaggy, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If you are mildly claustrophobic, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If you want to keep leaches out of you nether regions, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If you are not currently taking malaria medication, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 
• If self-preservation is an instinct you possess, DO NOT take the Eagle Trail! 

 

My brain is immersed in malted hops and bathtub gin 
Red Eye Vagina, Horn Blower, Rat’s Ass, and French Toasted were able to prove common 
sense is not common in this group.  They failed to head Fiddy’s warning.  Apparently their 
thinking cap is a twist off.  They took the Pepsi challenge against the shiggiest trail ever. 
 
The blood was flowing from their legs.  Their shoes were sent to the biological waste incinerator.  
By now the gangrene has mostly subsided, but French Toasted did have to undergo a VERY 
sensitive amputation.   
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1.  Raise My Titanic and Sucks Cock for Crack - (���������	��
		�������	���)  
RMT – “SCC I was just staring at you crotch an noticed your zipper is opened.” 
 
SCC – “Why, yes it is!  With low interest rates and impending economic growth, I have 
transitioned my habit as a crack consumer to a business focused on distribution.  My 
profit margin is derived from bulk acquisition and personal allotment distribution.  In an 
election year it often proves prudent to forecast an economic turnaround and stay ahead 
of the Wall Street Warriors. 
 
RMT – “So are we gonna do it or what?” 
 

2. Red Eye Vagina - (������������) “Hey Mitey Duke!  I have a Chips Ahoy cookie 
hidden somewhere on my body.  Would you like a Chips Ahoy cookie?  Do not tell 
Mitey Tight about our special Dicks Ahoy game.” 

3. Just Marty - (���
�����������
�) “I can take advantage of the r*n and train to a 
healthier body.  I’ll carry my lacrosse stick.” 

4. Bright Lights Big Titties - ����������� “I will check if the trail goes through Taco 
Bell drive thru.  Oh yeah and can you Mega Grande that order?” 

5. 38 Flavors - ����
�����������������	� – “I was in the Irish Bar Mackey’s and they 
asked me to leave.  They were insulted because I drank so much the owners had nothing 
for breakfast.  I guess wringing out the bar mat into my glass was too much for the Micks 
to forgive.”  

6. Fifty Dollar Bitch - ��
�	
� Although I did not personally see it, I do not believe a guy 
like AssFinder would lie.  At the end circle parking lot she did that woman/straight 
jacket trick - Dislocate her shoulder, reaches inside of the sleeve, and pull a bra off.  That 
was ordinary rabbit out of the hat.  Then she did a pelvic belly dancer move only once 
documented by a contortionist in the depths of western Mongolia.  This allowed her to 
pull her pantaloons from the bottom of her trousers.  For a solidification of the violation, 
she put on a trench coat and immediately removed it off to revile she had an different 
outfit.  The optimist has to believe at some point she was butt ass naked in plain public 
view.  However there was no show, there were no witnesses, no documentation.  It all 
sounds a bit X-Filesesque to me.     
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What the hell would force someone to cum out and hash the frozen arctic wasteland of Dunn Loring? 

Just Drew was motivated by Tit-Ka-Boob, Run Away Snatch, and Fucs on Command. 
Huuummmmmmmmmmmmmmmm…………….. Provocative?   
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Back Snatch’s financial history 87 Hashes  @ $3 =  $261 
     113 Hashes  @ $4  = $452 
     200 Hashes  = $668 well spent dollars! 
 
Green Piece of Ass’ fiscal savvy 25 Hashes @$4 = $100 Mug Club!  
   

Remember if you have one two many down down tis better to sleep with a hasher than a get a 
DUI.  There is no penicillin to clear up the lawman. 


